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Couple therapists in routine practice may find it difficult to apply findings from an increasingly expanding and complex body of couple therapy research. Meanwhile, concerns have been raised that competency in evidence-based treatments is insufficient to inform many practice decisions or ensure positive treatment outcomes (American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice, American Psychologist, 2006, 271). This article aims to narrow the research/practice gap in couple therapy. Results from a large, randomized naturalistic couple trial (Anker, Duncan, & Sparks, Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 2009, 693) and four companion studies are translated into specific guidelines for routine, eclectic practice. Client feedback, the therapeutic alliance, couple goals assessment, and therapist experience in couple therapy provide a research-informed template for improving couple therapy outcomes.

There is little debate that working with couples presents special challenges, even for seasoned clinicians. High levels of negativity and the need to balance therapeutic relationships in the midst of conflict are just some of the hurdles couple therapists routinely encounter (Symonds & Horvath, 2004). Moreover, in a global society moving rapidly toward marriage equality, couple diversity is no longer an exception but an expectation; therapists must be comfortable implementing a range of strategies that resonate with each couple’s unique culture and preferences (American Psychological Association, 2003). In short, couple work is not for the faint of heart.

Even with its difficulties, couple therapy is worth the effort. Meta-analytic research and reviews indicate that couples who undertake therapy have a greater chance of improving their relationships than those who do not (Christensen et al., 2004; Gollan & Jacobson, 2002; Lebow, Chambers, Christensen, & Johnson, 2012; Shadish & Baldwin, 2005). The effect size for couple therapy is large to moderate, ranging from .86 (Christensen et al., 2004) to .59 (Shadish & Baldwin, 2005), meaning that approximately 40–50% of treated couples achieve clinically significant change. Despite this, many couples do not benefit from therapy. By some counts, as many as 25–30% of couples fail to improve with treatment (Snyder & Halford, 2012), and up to 45% initially realizing gains deteriorate at 2-year follow-up (Christensen et al., 2004; Snyder, Wills, & Grady-Fletcher, 1991).

To improve the chance that couples will get better and remain so over time, new couple therapy models have appeared with regularity since the late 80s. Notwithstanding these innovations, meta-analyses and reviews, when allegiance effects are controlled, have failed to find differential efficacy among approaches (Christensen et al., 2004; Snyder, Castellani, & Whisman, 2006; Sparks & Duncan, 2010). As far as how they work, findings are equivocal. Snyder and Halford (2012) report that many models that include specific ingredients designed to alter hypothesized mediators of change fare no better than models that do not incorporate these components. For example, integrative behavioral couple therapy, which includes cognitive change strategies, and behavioral couple therapy, which does not, produce roughly equivalent alterations in negative cognitions. Further, changes in hypothesized mediators (e.g., communication or cognitions) are unclearly
linked to changes in couple distress (Snyder & Halford, 2012). To date, the specific mechanisms of change in couple therapy remain elusive.

While couple therapy research has reached what Gurman (2011) has called a “critical mass of clinically compelling theory… and an increasingly visible and nuanced research base” (p. 281), clinicians may lack concrete guidance in making routine practice decisions. Couple and family therapy’s historic disinterest in empirical evidence (Dattilio, Piercy, & Davis, 2014) likely reinforces this deficit. As a result, couple therapists may feel adrift in stormy waters. The purpose of this article is to provide guidelines to those who do the difficult work of helping couples improve their relationships. Specifically, the article translates lessons learned from five recent studies based on data collected in the largest clinical couple trial to date, Anker, Duncan, and Sparks (2009), which compared systematic collection and integration of client feedback to treatment as usual. First, the context of feedback measurement trials is discussed. Next, the article distills findings from Anker et al. and four companion studies, situating these within the broader couple therapy outcome literature. Finally, recommendations for concrete strategies informed by this body of research and relevant across couple therapy treatments are proposed.

USING CLIENT FEEDBACK TO IMPROVE OUTCOMES

In 2009, “Using Client Feedback to Improve Couple Therapy Outcomes: A Randomized Clinical Trial in a Naturalistic Setting” was published in the Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology (Anker et al., 2009). The Norway Couple Study (NCS) spawned a series of studies using its data and data collected at an additional site (see, Anker, Owen, Duncan, & Sparks, 2010; Anker, Sparks, Duncan, Owen, & Stupnes, 2011; Owen, Duncan, Anker, & Sparks, 2012; Owen, Duncan, Reese, Anker, & Sparks, 2014). In the NCS, feedback refers to routine and continuous monitoring of client perceptions of progress and the therapeutic alliance throughout the course of therapy utilizing the Partners for Change Outcome Management System (PCOMS; Duncan, 2012, 2014; Duncan & Sparks, 2010). PCOMS is based on a paradigm known as patient-focused research (Howard, Moras, Brill, Martinovich, & Lutz, 1996), which involves ongoing, real-time comparison of client views of progress with an expected treatment response statistically derived from the client’s initial intake score on a valid measure of global distress. The expected treatment response trajectory serves as a yardstick for gauging client progress and signaling when change is not occurring as predicted. With this alert, clinicians and their clients have an opportunity to discuss such topics as the need to shift focus, re-visit goals, or alter treatment interventions before deterioration or possible dropout.

Michael Lambert and colleagues pioneered the development of a feedback measurement system and research on the effects of routinely incorporating feedback in individual psychotherapy. In a meta-analysis of six randomized trials testing Lambert’s Outcome Questionnaire 45.2 (OQ) System (Lambert et al., 1996), clients at-risk (not progressing as expected) in feedback groups fared significantly better than at-risk clients in treatment as usual (TAU; no feedback) groups (Lambert & Shimokawa, 2011). Specifically, those in the feedback group were less than half as likely to experience deterioration and 2.6 times more likely to reach reliable change than those in TAU.

Although consistent with a patient-focused paradigm, PCOMS differs from Lambert and colleague’s system in several ways. First, PCOMS instruments are brief, requiring in most circumstances only 5 min to administer, score, and discuss. The Outcome Rating Scale (ORS) (Miller, Duncan, Brown, Sparks, & Claud, 2003; Figure 1) provides client-reported ratings of progress. Rather than a symptom checklist, the ORS is a visual analog scale consisting of four 10 cm lines, three corresponding to the three domains of the OQ (individual, interpersonal, and social) and one, overall. Clients place a mark on each line to represent their perception of their functioning in each domain. Therapists use a 10-cm ruler (or calculations are performed automatically in computerized versions) to sum the client’s total score, with a maximum score of 40. Lower scores reflect more distress. The cutoff, or score that delineates clinical versus nonclinical clients, for adults is 25.

The Session Rating Scale (SRS) (Duncan et al., 2003) (Figure 2), also a visual analog scale, serves to measure clients’ views of the therapeutic alliance. The SRS contains 4 lines, 3 of which correspond to Bordin’s (1979) classic delineation of components of the alliance—the relational
bond, agreement on goals, and agreement on tasks. The fourth line, “Overall”, taps into confident collaboration, another aspect of the alliance considered predictive of outcome (Hatcher & Barends, 1996). The SRS is given toward the end of a therapy session. Use of the SRS encourages all client feedback, positive and negative, thus creating a safe space for clients to voice their honest opinions about their connection to their therapist and to therapy. In this way, it allows the expression of negative feelings, identified by Hatcher and Barends (1996) as an additional key alliance factor. Similar to the ORS, each line on the SRS is 10 cm and can be scored manually or electronically. Given that clients tend to score high on alliance measures, a total score below 36 signals the possibility of a problematic alliance and prompts a frank discussion about steps needed to increase client connection to the therapist and the process.

The ORS and SRS represent attempts to balance the reliability and validity of longer measures with the feasibility required for routine practice (Duncan, 2012; Duncan & Reese, 2013). The ORS has been found to have a moderately strong correlation with the OQ (ranging from .53 to .74; Gillaspy & Murphy, 2011), supporting concurrent validity. Additionally, the ORS has been shown to be sensitive to change and to correctly distinguish clinical and nonclinical populations (Duncan, 2011), evidence of construct validity. In their review, Gillaspy and Murphy also reported average Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for ORS scores were .85 (clinical samples) and .95 (nonclinical samples), demonstrating the instrument’s reliability. Concurrent validity for the SRS averaged .48 (Pearson product moment coefficient) in comparison with the Revised Helping Alliance Questionnaire (HAQ-II) and .58 in comparison with the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI), both widely used measures of therapeutic alliance. These correlations suggest that the SRS references similar domains (Duncan et al., 2003). In several studies, early scores on the SRS (2nd and 3rd sessions)
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Looking back over the last week, including today, help us understand how you have been feeling by rating how well you have been doing in the following areas of your life, where marks to the left represent low levels and marks to the right indicate high levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individually</th>
<th>Interpersonally</th>
<th>Socially</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Personal well-being)</td>
<td>(Family, close relationships)</td>
<td>(Work, school, friendships)</td>
<td>(General sense of well-being)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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have been found to predict outcome, consistent with alliance findings across the literature and sup-
porting the measure’s construct validity (Duncan, 2011). Test–retest reliability for the SRS also
has compared favorably with the HAQ-II and WAI, and internal consistency estimates for the
SRS over four studies yielded an average alpha of .92 (Gillaspy & Murphy, 2011). These findings
provide support that both the ORS and SRS reliably report what they intend and can be used as
substitutes for longer instruments without sacrificing trustworthiness.

Besides the brevity of its measures, PCOMS also differs from Lambert and colleague’s system
in that both client perceptions of progress and the therapeutic alliance are obtained at each session.
Given the well-established link between the alliance and outcome, PCOMS attempts to ensure that
therapists assess and minimally address any potential alliance ruptures before clients leave the ther-
apy room or site of service. Lambert and colleagues, in contrast, utilized alliance measures only for
those cases deemed at-risk.

Finally, whereas Lambert and colleagues’ research periodically involved clients in reviewing
scores, client involvement in PCOMS is routine and expected; client scores on the ORS and SRS
are openly shared and discussed with clients at each administration. Client views of their progress
serve as a basis for beginning therapeutic conversations, and their assessments of the alliance mark
an endpoint to the same. With this transparency, the measures provide a mutually understood
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reference point for reasons for seeking service, progress, and engagement. Thus, clients and therapists are likely to view the measures as integral to the therapy process.

Prior to the NCS, evidence existed that use of PCOMS improves outcome in individual psychotherapy. In a randomized controlled trial using PCOMS in a university counseling center and graduate training clinic, Reese, Norsworthy, and Rowlands (2009) found that clients in the PCOMS condition experienced significantly more change than those in TAU (80% vs. 54% in one setting; 67% vs. 41%, the other). Gains for feedback groups extended to all clients, not just those identified as at-risk, and were realized significantly more quickly than in TAU groups. While these findings added to the literature of use of client feedback with individuals, no studies before the NCS had examined whether such a system would similarly benefit couples.

THE NORWAY COUPLE STUDY

The primary rationale for Norway Couple Study (NCS) (Anker et al., 2009) was to explore how outcomes for couples and therapists receiving routine feedback via the Partners for Change Outcome Management System (PCOMS) differed from outcomes for couples not receiving feedback. The study also sought to determine whether a systematic feedback system was transferrable into a routine clinical environment. How would outcomes for couples treated by busy clinicians practicing diverse approaches be impacted by the systematic incorporate of client feedback? The design for the NCS mimicked key elements of previous feedback trials conducted by Lambert and colleagues. These included the following: (a) random assignment to treatment groups; (b) therapists serving as their own controls (i.e., alternately in feedback and TAU groups); and (c) therapists choosing the clinical approach they thought most appropriate, typical of routine practice. As therapists participated equally in both treatment groups, variability in therapist effectiveness (Beutler et al., 2004; Duncan, Miller, Wampold, & Hubble, 2010; Kraus, Castonguay, Boswell, Nordberg, & Hayes, 2011) was controlled. Similarly, given that clinicians were free to practice as they ordinarily would, findings would not be impacted by therapists using an approach not within their skill set or that they believed would not be effective.

The NCS enrolled 205 Euro-Scandinavian, heterosexual couples ranging in age from 20 to 71 seeking couple counseling in an outpatient office in Norway. Couples were randomly assigned to one of two groups—feedback (PCOMS) or TAU. Of the 235 couples allocated to intervention, 30 (13%) either did not attend at least two sessions or complete pre-post outcome measures, lower than drop-out estimates for behavioral health practice settings. For example, Reese, Duncan, Bohanske, Owen, and Minami (2014) report losing 26% of their data due to attrition between sessions one and two. In the NCS, rates of attrition were similar between the two groups (12 in PCOMS; 18, TAU).

Couples were seen by 10 therapists (7 female and 3 male) trained in standard professional disciplines and practicing eclectically (e.g., solution-focused, narrative, cognitive behavioral, humanistic, systemic), typical of a routine outpatient setting. The results indicated that couples in the PCOMS feedback group had nearly 4 times the rate of clinically significant change than the TAU group. When data were collected from the couples 6 months after they completed treatment, those in the feedback group were still doing significantly better (2 times better) than those in TAU. In terms of “real-world” outcomes, feedback couples were 46% less likely to be separated or divorced at 6 months posttreatment than nonfeedback couples. In sum, this study made a strong case for the systematic use of client feedback with couples.

Finally, the question of whether such a system was transferrable as a quality improvement strategy into a typical outpatient agency setting was answered affirmatively. Only 17 hr of PCOMS training were required compared with, for example, certification in emotionally focused couple therapy (EFCT) which requires a minimum of 42 hr of training and 32 hr of supervision with a certified EFCT supervisor (http://www.eft.ca/training2.htm). Therapists were free to choose approaches in which they were already trained, further circumventing the need for additional agency funding. Although training requirements were minimal, implementation of PCOMS did require sustained effort to systematically collect data and identify at-risk clients.
THERAPIST EFFECTS

There is some dispute regarding the magnitude of therapist effects (Crits-Christoph & Gallop, 2006; Wampold & Bolt, 2006). However, most investigations have found that therapist variability is the rule rather than the exception (Baldwin & Imel, 2013; Beutler et al., 2004; Duncan et al., 2010; Kraus et al., 2011). The proportion of outcome variance attributable to the therapist in individual psychotherapy trials has been found to range from 5% to 10%, (Kim, Wampold, & Bolt, 2006) considerable in comparison to the 1–2% for model effects, as suggested by meta-analyses (Wampold, 2001). Researchers continue to explore which variables likely account for these substantial differences among therapists (Beutler et al., 2004; Crits-Christoph, Connolly Gibbons, & Mukherjee, 2013). In general, research strongly suggests that clients seen by therapists with higher average alliance ratings have better outcomes. For example, Baldwin, Wampold, and Imel (2007) reported that therapist average alliance quality accounted for 97% of therapist variability. Reviews, however, of individual psychotherapy have shown none or only modest effects for therapist gender, type of training, and theoretical orientation (Baldwin & Imel, 2013; Beutler et al., 2004). Regarding the effects of therapist experience, findings have generally found little impact related to this variable (Beutler et al., 2004), although some studies have reported better outcomes for therapists with domain-specific experience, or experience treating certain conditions (Kraus et al., 2011).

While therapist effects in individual psychotherapy have garnered considerable attention, therapist factors in couple therapy have been less studied (Blow, Sprenkle, & Davis, 2007; Sparks & Duncan, 2010). In light of these gaps, Owen et al. (2014) re-analyzed NCS data to examine therapist variability in a naturalistic setting with couples, specifically looking at therapist gender, discipline, experience, and ability to establish a working alliance. As reported in Anker et al. (2010), therapist effects in the NCS were significant. Therapists accounted for 8% of the variance in outcome, similar to that found in individual studies. Moreover, therapists’ average alliance quality accounted for 50% of the variance in outcome among therapists. This means simply that therapists who formed better alliances across more clients had better overall outcomes. Based on these findings, therapists clearly play a significant role in both the process and outcome of couple therapy.

While therapist ability to form alliances proved pivotal in Owen et al. (2014), therapist gender and specific professional discipline did not. However, therapist experience was predictive. Specifically, therapists who had more experience working with couples did significantly better, accounting for 25% of the outcome variance attributable to therapists. The researchers concluded that, based on their analysis, there are at least two clear pathways for therapists to become better at couple therapy—alliance building and time “in the trenches” with couples. However, therapist experience and average alliance quality were nonsignificantly associated. Therefore, the findings do not suggest that more experienced therapists form better alliances. Instead, the researchers proposed that the effect of experience in couple therapy and the alliance are independent of each other.

THE ALLIANCE

Given the remarkably consistent association between the alliance and outcome across treatment modalities and clinical presentations (Castonguay & Beutler, 2005; Horvath, Del Re, Flückiger, & Symonds, 2011), NCS researchers were particularly interested in examining the study’s alliance data (see, Anker et al., 2010). Meta-analyses of individual trials have found that the alliance accounts for 5–7% of the overall variance (Crits-Christoph et al., 2013; Horvath & Bedi, 2002), with a more recent study finding a slightly higher 7.5% (Horvath et al., 2011). The association between alliance and outcome also holds true for couple therapy. The alliance has been found to be associated with greater retention in marital therapy (Knobloch-Fedders, Pinsof, & Mann, 2004; Raytek, McCrady, Epstein, & Hirsch, 1999) and improvement in marital distress (Bourgeois, Sabourin, & Wright, 1990; Brown & O’Leary, 2000; Knobloch-Fedders, Pinsof, & Mann, 2007). In one couple study, the alliance explained as much as 22% of the outcome variance at posttreatment and 29% at follow-up (Johnson & Talitman, 1997).
While researchers remain united in the importance of the alliance in couple work, examining how it impacts this modality is challenging. Couple therapy involves multiple relationships and typically mixed genders (in heterosexual couple counseling), and disparities in partner’s alliance scores, or split alliances, are common (Knobloch-Fedders et al., 2007; Pinsof, Zinbarg, & Knobloch-Fedders, 2008; Symonds & Horvath, 2004). Moreover, the alliance includes a partner’s perceptions not only of his or her alliance with the therapist but also his or her partner’s and the couple’s alliance with the therapist and therapy process (Pinsof & Catherall, 1986; Symonds & Horvath, 2004). Finally, patterns of increasing or decreasing alliances and junctures during treatment critical for alliance formation remain of particular interest (e.g., Symonds & Horvath, 2004).

With these variables in mind, NCS researchers had several objectives. First, they wanted to learn if an individual’s first and last session alliance scores predicted outcome, not only for that individual but also for his or her partner. Second, the researchers explored whether the alliance, when measured at traditional data points (sessions 2 and 3), predicted outcome above and beyond early change. This focus was spurred by the debate regarding the actual nature of the association between the alliance and outcome (Barber, 2009; Kivlighan & Shaughnessy, 2000; Stiles et al., 2004). Specifically, is the alliance/outcome link simply a by-product of therapy going well, thus strengthening client alignment with the therapist? Or, do strong alliances lead to positive therapeutic progress and consequently better outcomes? The researchers hypothesized the latter. Finally, researchers were interested in whether different patterns of alliance development would differentiate couple outcomes.

When the alliance data for the full sample were examined, NCS researchers found that first session alliance scores did not significantly predict outcome whereas last session scores did. Intuitively, this is not surprising given the temporal link between the end of therapy and clients’ ratings of their connection to their therapist. The last session alliance/outcome link held up for an individual as well as that individual’s partner’s alliance with the therapist. This association was stronger for men than for women, a difference that remained at 6-month follow-up.

A second and more important finding involved the question of whether the alliance predicted outcome over and above early change. To answer this, researchers controlled for early change in third and last session calculations, using a stringent criterion of reliable change (a change of 6 or more points) on the Outcome Rating Scale (ORS). Third and last session alliances did indeed predict outcome, and this link was not the result of early symptom relief. In other words, this study demonstrated that the alliance was not merely a by-product of change but played an important role in producing change. Since the publication of the NCS, the significant impact of the alliance on outcome separate from clients’ experience of improvement has been further supported (e.g., Crits-Christoph et al., 2013).

Finally, researchers assessed patterns of increasing or deteriorating alliances. They found three clusters of alliance trajectories and corresponding relationships with outcome. First, when scores at session one were above average and then trended upward for the remainder of therapy, couples had the best outcomes. Couples who had moderate alliance scores at the first session which then continued to increase over the course of therapy fared the next best. Finally, those couples who had lower than moderate first session alliance scores that progressed unevenly did the poorest, even if ending higher than session one. That initial above average scores that increased had the most favorable outcomes perhaps was not surprising. However, the finding that rising moderate scores also resulted in positive outcomes was somewhat unexpected and provides encouragement for couple cases beginning with slightly lower alliance scores.

The NCS researchers administered a short post-therapy questionnaire at 6-month follow-up to supplement the quantitative data collected in the feedback trial (see, Anker et al., 2011). The survey included two broad, open-ended questions not intended to elicit client views of the alliance but simply to inquire about clients’ experiences in couple treatment. However, after 742 written client responses from 382 individuals were analyzed, two overarching domains emerged, relationship and tasks. These domains mirror Bordin’s (1979) principle aspects of the working alliance and correspond with similar groupings in couple therapy literature dealing with the therapeutic alliance (Bischoff & McBride, 1996; Green & Herget, 1991; Sells, Smith, & Moon, 1996). Not surprisingly, more favorable responses fell into the relationship category. For example, statements regarding therapist warmth, friendliness, and ability to listen were well represented, as they are in the
literature (Bischoff & McBride, 1996; Bowman & Fine, 2000; Green & Herget, 1991). At the same time, respondents expressed that they valued therapist neutrality, wanting their therapist to consider equally both partners’ points of view even when these differed.

In the tasks domain, comments were more negative. Many respondents complained that they wished their therapist had structured interviews more to provide a safe place for highly charged discussions. Notably, tasks mattered a great deal to the couples who responded to the post-therapy survey—they wanted therapists who were not only easy to talk to but who could direct the therapy conversation, provide tools for problem resolution, and even give advice when needed. These findings fall in line with previous studies highlighting the importance clients place on more active aspects of couple therapy (Bowman & Fine, 2000; Helmeke & Sprenkle, 2000; Sells et al., 1996).

A somewhat surprising finding in this study had to do with clients wishing their therapist had been more proactive in arranging appointments and being flexible in scheduling. According to Bordin (1979), these types of tasks do not lie outside the realm of the therapeutic alliance but include “. . . collaboration between patient and therapist [that] involves an agreed-upon contract, which takes into account some very concrete exchanges” (p. 254). Interestingly, clients in the feedback group had fewer negative comments in this area than those in the nonfeedback group, suggesting that routine use of client feedback may allow greater opportunity to elicit and respond to a range of clients’ requests. Alternatively, clients whose views are regularly sought may feel more attended to by their therapists.

COUPLE GOALS

That clients come into couple therapy for different reasons with different implications for outcome is likely not news to seasoned couple therapists. In particular, challenging and not uncommon are situations where one partner wants to improve the relationship and the other seeks to clarify whether the relationship is viable. In confirmation, the fourth study utilizing the Norway Couple Study (NCS) data reinforced the importance of each partner’s goal for treatment, including congruence between them. Owen et al. (2012) examined the relationship between client initial goals and outcomes and relationship status (separated or together) at 6-month follow-up. As might be expected, when both members of the couple wanted to improve the relationship, the majority of them did. Of couples who both reported an initial goal to strengthen the relationship, only 7.8% separated or divorced 6 months post-therapy. In contrast, when both in couple sought clarification of the relationship, 56% had separated by follow-up. For those couples where one member wanted to improve the relationship and the other desired clarification, 45.6% separated 6 months post-therapy. Importantly, however, all couples on average, regardless of their goal category, benefitted from therapy. For example, many couples ambivalent about staying together, including those that eventually separated, reported improvements in their overall sense of well-being. Thus, therapists can be encouraged that couple work is generally beneficial for participants, regardless of the relationship status at termination or follow-up.

Given the importance of consistency between the client and therapist goals (Bordin, 1979), this study has implications for the therapeutic alliance. Pinsof (1995) described the systemic therapeutic process in couple therapy as involving not only partners’ mutual goals but the agreement regarding goals between each partner and the therapist. Therapists need to be responsive to both partners (Lebow, 2004; Stiles, Honos-Webb, & Surko, 1998). Not actively seeking to determine client goals early in therapy could lead to a mismatch between the therapist’s assumptions and the real reasons clients have sought help, resulting in compromised alliances and early dropout, even if the therapist only erred with one partner. Moreover, assuming a priori that couples seek counseling to stay together can short-circuit the opportunity to engage in a transparent goal negotiation and assist couples toward their preferred outcome, however, they define it.

LESSONS LEARNED

As a body of work, the Norway Couple Project offers clinician’s specific points of reference to guide them in negotiating treatment decisions with couples:
1. Use valid, feasible instruments to routinely monitor client progress and the therapeutic alliance to increase the chance of a positive outcome. Findings from Anker et al. (2009) support a growing body of evidence that outcomes are enhanced when therapists systematically monitor treatment response. Anker et al. results are consistent with findings supporting the efficacy of the Partners for Change Outcome Management System (PCOMS; Reese et al., 2009; Reese, Toland, Slone, & Norsworthy, 2010; Schuman, Slone, Reese, & Duncan, 2014), including a recent meta-analysis (Lambert & Shimokawa, 2011) that reported PCOMS clients 3.5 more likely to experience reliable change and half as likely to deteriorate as TAU. Regarding couple therapy, Reese et al. (2010) replicated the NCT with nearly equivalent results. There now appears to be a consensus among many that, in the words of Michael Lambert, “Yes, it is time for clinicians to routinely monitor treatment outcomes” (Lambert, 2010, p. 239).

2. Monitor the therapeutic alliance at each session. Anker et al. (2010) joined the extensive ranks of couple and individual studies confirming the link between the alliance and outcome. According to their findings, therapists stand to increase their chances of success in couple therapy by tracking alliance scores from the first session onward, with the goal of increasing lower scores, particularly by session three. Owen et al.’s (2014) reporting that therapist average alliance quality accounted for 50% of the variance among therapists regarding outcome underscores the crucial role of this factor in couple work. Couple allegiance, or the loyalty members of a couple have for each other despite disagreements, may be an important consideration for therapists seeking to strike the right balance when forming therapeutic alliances in this modality (Symonds & Horvath, 2004). Knowing how well each partner is engaged in the process and connected to the therapist at each meeting can help therapists negotiate this delicate equilibrium. Given the lack of association between first session alliance scores and outcome at posttreatment (Anker et al., 2010), therapists who may not have established a strong starting alliance could still have a positive outcome; what happens beyond the first session is key.

3. Determine each partner’s goal for seeking therapy early in the treatment process. Owen et al. (2012) found a direct relationship between couple goals at the beginning of therapy and outcome. Whether both partners sought therapy to strengthen the relationship or to clarify it or whether each had different goals for seeking help made a significant difference, on average, in whether the couple would be together 6 months beyond therapy. The choice and timing of therapist intervention, whether for improvement, resolving ambivalence, or facilitating separation (see, Tremblay, Wright, Mamodhouseen, McDuff, & Sabourin, 2008), ought to align with the goals of each member of a couple and the couple as a unit. This can only happen through a transparent discussion early in treatment about clients’ reasons and hopes for service. A standard brief goal assessment can facilitate this process. Early goal identification can assist therapists to work toward client-defined better futures, whether that means couples remaining together or moving apart

4. Use valid outcome instruments, not only relationship status, to determine treatment success or failure. According to Owen et al. (2012), all clients, on average, benefitted from treatment, regardless of relationship status at termination or follow-up. As the researchers noted, individual rather than couple outcomes may be better markers of success in couple therapy. That is, couples may dissolve, but one or both partners may view this positively. Individual measures of progress can facilitate a correct determination of actual outcome, even in instances of separation or divorce.

5. Gain experience working with couples. Owen et al. (2014) found that therapist experience working with couples may provide a benefit to overall outcomes in this modality. Beginning therapists can seek supervision from experienced couple therapists to develop the skill set required to manage a couple session, likely including how to moderate conflict and direct in-session interaction. More experienced therapists can add more couples into their caseloads, providing the training ground for improvement. The authors note, however, that mere experience is not enough. Learning from that experience is key. They advocate that therapists monitor their experience with available feedback systems,
allowing a process of continual reflection and learning, or what Orlinsky and Rønnestad (2005) termed cumulative career development.

6. **Attend to men’s alliances in heterosexual couple therapy.** Men’s alliance scores were a stronger predictor of outcome than women’s in Anker et al. (2010), a finding similar to that in previous studies (Bourgeois et al., 1990; Brown & O’Leary, 2000; Knobloch-Fedders et al., 2007; Symonds & Horvath, 2004). Women in the study initiated treatment 62% of the time, suggesting that perhaps commitment is the salient variable, not gender, and therapists would do well to focus on engaging the less committed partner, regardless of gender. However, until this can be explored further, the consistency of findings pointing to the importance of men’s connection to the therapist and the therapy process invites therapists to meaningfully involve men early and throughout treatment.

7. **Become skilled at incorporating task activities, including structuring, directing, and giving input as appropriate.** Findings from Anker et al. (2011) indicate that many couples, while appreciative of therapist relationship skills, wished their therapist had been more active. This finding has emerged in numerous studies (e.g., Bowman & Fine, 2000; Christensen Russell, Miller, & Peterson, 1998; Helmeke & Sprenkle, 2000). This may be particularly salient in couple therapy as therapists may need to interrupt negative or volatile communication interchanges between couples to establish a climate of safety and one different from that typically occurring outside of therapy. The ability of the therapist to construct this type of experience for the couple may enhance hope and play a role in actively teaching couples how to communicate more effectively. More training may be required for therapists to comfortably assume these types of in-session activities.

8. **Maintain contact with couple clients between sessions as necessary and be flexible in scheduling.** Many couples in Anker et al. (2011) reported feeling dissatisfied that their therapists were not responsive to their needs to reschedule appointments or be available for contact between sessions if requested. Therapists may be so focused on in-session process, they fail to consider the implications of “nuts and bolts” service delivery for the alliance. Clinic and supervisory policies could be instituted that encourage therapists to resolve scheduling difficulties and be flexible in accommodating client wishes for more or fewer meetings.

**DISCUSSION**

Conclusions of the Norway Couple Study (NCS) are limited by the fact that only one instrument was used to measure pre-post outcomes. However, results from two outcome instruments and couple satisfaction survey at 6 month follow-up support post-therapy findings. Additionally, the instruments used were ultra-brief and may not have captured the complexity of the couple therapy process. For example, the 12-item Couple Therapy Alliance Scale Revised Short Form (CTASr-SF) (Pinsof et al., 2008) measures not only the individual’s alliance with the therapist (Self-therapist), but three other interpersonal dimensions, including the individual’s view of his or her partner’s alliance with the therapist (Other-therapist), the individual’s view of the couple’s alliance with the therapist (Group-therapist), and the individual’s view of his or her alliance with partner (Within-system). Whether using a more systemically dimensioned scale would have altered NCS findings and re-analyses is unknown.

While all NCS authors held allegiance to feedback procedures, a prestudy survey reported that participating therapists did not use the instruments and believed that informal feedback would suffice. After data collection, therapists were again polled, revealing inconsistencies in their beliefs that feedback had been helpful. These minimal tests for allegiance effects suggest that any bias transmitted by the researcher was negligible. Finally, couples in the NCS were all heterosexual and Euro-Scandinavian. It is not known if similar feedback effects would have been found in more diverse samples.

The NCS supports a burgeoning interest in the incorporation of client feedback in psychotherapy. The American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy Task Force on Core Competencies (Nelson et al., 2007) and the American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on
Evidence-Based Practice (American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice, 2006), for example, have recommended routine assessment of client response to treatment. Sparks, Kisler, Adams, and Blumen (2011) have articulated the value of integrating an outcome management system into graduate family therapy clinical training to enhance trainee outcomes and skill development. Common factors and evidence-based treatment proponents alike have recognized that, even with highly effective therapists and best practices, favorable outcomes are not guaranteed (American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice, 2006; Duncan & Reese, 2012). Continuous monitoring of client feedback and responsive adjustment of treatment unites therapists practicing across orientations, settings, and client populations around a common process.

In their review of couple therapy research over the past decade, Lebow et al. (2012) outline promising findings for the overall efficacy of couple therapy, including substantial support for evidence-based approaches and advances in methods of couple assessment and research. The Norway Couple Project partially addresses the problem of representativeness of couple therapy research discussed by Lebow et al. as data were collected from a naturalistic setting. Nevertheless, additional research is needed to examine the impact of feedback in more diverse practice settings. Lebow et al. summarize five principles of couple therapy that transcend approach proposed by Christensen (2010): (a) dyadic conceptualization; (b) modifying emotion-driven maladaptive behavior; (c) fostering productive communication; and (d) emphasizing strengths and positive behaviors. Given the evidence presented in the current article, a preliminary case can be made for adding a sixth principle: systematic inclusion of client feedback.

As seen through the lens of research covered here, couple therapy consists of themes likely to resonate with everyday clinicians. First, feedback exerted a large effect, contributing substantial benefit to clients. Second, despite its complexity in couple work, the alliance, as in other modalities, emerged as a prominent factor. The interaction of feedback and the alliance and with other common factors in couple therapy warrants further study. For example, does feedback recruit client resources by fostering strong alliances, thereby enhancing outcomes? In the NCS, 9 of 10 therapists benefitted from using feedback, and those who had lower rates of effectiveness improved the most (Anker et al., 2009). Feedback may be the great leveler, moving less effective therapists into moderate to high ranges of effectiveness.

Lastly, the NCS supported the transportability of feedback procedures to routine clinical settings. Systems that require little time and have high “face validity” (clients find the measures easy to understand and nonintimidating) may be adopted more readily by both staff and clients and therefore be more easily assimilated into busy practices (Duncan, 2014). Feedback systems are applicable across therapist training and professional backgrounds, aligning with the realities of typical practice. Finally, given the Partners for Change Outcome Management System is listed by the Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration in the National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices, it offers a valid choice for clinicians wishing to integrate a feasible feedback system into their couple work.

Lessons learned from the Norway Couple Project provide a template for informing treatment decisions and resolving some of the challenges inherent in work with couples. Therapist variables (including therapist ability to form strong alliances and experience working with couples) and the alliance (including goal alignment and directive skills) join with routine incorporation of client feedback to create a practical, research-informed clinical framework for safely navigating the difficult passages of couple therapy. Importantly, utilization of client feedback privileges the voices of clients over manuals and theories, promoting idiosyncratic and culturally responsive intervention with diverse clientele. Lastly, couple therapists transcend the perennial barrier between research and practice as they utilize client-generated data to chart a therapeutic course one couple at a time.
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